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The remarkable deformability of the human red blood cell (RBC) results from the coupled dynamic response of the phospholipid bilayer and the spectrin molecular network. Here we present quantitative connections between spectrin morphology and membrane fluctuations of human RBCs by using dynamic full-field laser interferometry techniques. We present conclusive evidence that the presence of adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) facilitates non-equilibrium dynamic fluctuations in the RBC membrane that are highly correlated with the biconcave shape of RBCs. Spatial analysis of the fluctuations reveals that these non-equilibrium membrane vibrations are enhanced at the scale of spectrin mesh size. Our results indicate that the dynamic remodeling of the coupled membranes powered by ATP results in non-equilibrium membrane fluctuations manifesting from both metabolic and thermal energies and also maintains the biconcave shape of RBCs.
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As they travel through small blood vessels and organs, RBCs undergo repeated severe deformation. The coupling and interactions between the phospholipid bilayer and the spectrin network govern the deformability of RBCs (1). The fluid-like lipid bilayer is coupled to the two-dimensional spectrin network that comprises an approximately hexagonal lattice via protein junctional complexes. The RBC membrane is remarkably soft and elastic, and thus exhibits fluctuations with amplitudes of the order of tens of nanometers. The dynamics of the RBC membrane is strongly related to the membrane structure and mechanical properties and has been explored extensively (2–6). However, experimental results available to date on RBC membrane fluctuations have provided only limited information on select regions of the cell membrane with limited spatial and/or temporal resolution (7–9). No full-field measurements of membrane fluctuations in the entire RBC arising in response to well-controlled metabolic activity have been made so far, and, consequently, different techniques have led to different interpretations of the mechanistic origins of dynamic RBC membrane fluctuations with and without metabolic activity (7–9).

The RBC membrane is not a static but a metabolically regulated active structure. It is known that biochemical energy controls its static and dynamic characteristics. The presence of ATP is not only crucial in maintaining the biconcave shape of the RBC membrane (10), but was also shown to increase the dynamic membrane fluctuations (7, 9). However, the regulatory mechanism of ATP in RBC membranes still remains elusive. Furthermore, these static and dynamic effects of ATP on RBC membrane fluctuations have hitherto been regarded as separate phenomena and have never been explored simultaneously.

Here, we present dynamic, full-field, and quantitative measurements of ATP effects on RBC membrane morphology and fluctuations. We show that in the presence of ATP, the RBC membrane fluctuations have a non-equilibrium, metabolic component in addition to a thermal one. The characteristics of this metabolically driven dynamics are observed only in the convex regions of the RBC membrane, with a periodic spacing on the order of the spectrin molecular network length scale. We demonstrate through systematic experiments that the metabolic energy of ATP dynamically remodels the coupling between a lipid layer and a spectrin network that governs both the biconcave shape and non-equilibrium fluctuations in RBC membranes. Through these observations, we also rationalize the origins of differing mechanistic interpretations of RBC membrane fluctuations (commonly referred to as “flickering”) specifically in the context of the role of ATP.

Results and Discussions

ATP Effect on the RBC Morphology. We first address the effects of ATP on the morphology of RBC membranes. RBC samples were prepared under four different conditions: healthy RBCs, RBCs with irreversibly depleted ATP, metabolically depleted ATP, and repleted ATP groups. After collection, a group of healthy RBCs was minimally prepared (see Materials and Methods). For RBCs in the irreversibly depleted ATP group, cytoplasmic ATP was depleted by inosine and iodoacetamide. For the metabolically depleted ATP group, the cytoplasmic pool of ATP was depleted by inosine and iodooacetamide. For the metabolically depleted ATP group, cytoplasmic ATP was first metabolically depleted and then regenerated through the addition of D-glucose. To quantitatively measure the cell thickness map, we employed Diffraction Phase Microscopy (DPM) (11, 12). By extracting the optical path-length shifts produced across the cell, we measured the cell thickness with nanometer sensitivity and millisecond temporal resolution. From the measured cell thickness profiles at a given time, we calculated time-averaged heights (h(x,y)) (Fig. 1A–D). We observed the characteristic biconcave shape for healthy RBCs. When ATP was depleted for both the irreversibly and the metabolically depleted groups, we observed loss of biconcave shape and echinocyte shape transformation. Re-introducing ATP resulted in the recovery of biconcave shape. This shows that ATP is crucial to maintaining the biconcave shape of RBCs (13).
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Enhanced Membrane Fluctuations in the Presence of ATP. To probe dynamic membrane fluctuations, we analyzed the membrane displacement map by subtracting the averaged shape from the cell thickness map, $\Delta h(x, y, t) = h(x, y, t) - \langle h(x, y) \rangle$ (Fig. 1E–H and Supporting Information Movies S1–4). Compared to healthy RBCs, the fluctuation amplitudes were decreased in both ATP-depleted groups. Reintroducing ATP, however, increased the fluctuation amplitudes to healthy RBC levels. We calculated the RMS displacement of membrane fluctuations, $\sqrt{\langle \Delta h^2 \rangle}$, that covers the entire cell area for 2 s at 120 frame/s (Fig. 2). The RMS displacement of healthy RBCs is $41.5 \pm 5.7$ nm. Fluctuations significantly decreased to $32.0 \pm 7.8$ nm and $33.4 \pm 8.7$ nm in both the irreversibly and metabolically ATP-depleted groups, respectively. However, the fluctuations in the ATP-repleted group returned to the level of healthy RBCs ($48.4 \pm 10.2$ nm). This is in agreement with an earlier report using the point measurement technique (9, 10).

ATP Results in Non-equilibrium Dynamics for Membrane Fluctuations. We showed that the membrane fluctuations indeed decrease in the absence of ATP, which is consistent with the previous results by using point measurement techniques (7, 9). However, this result does not yet answer the question of whether ATP drives “active,” non-equilibrium dynamics or simply modifies membrane elastic properties. Of course, the two different situations can give rise to fundamentally different dynamics: (i) out-of-equilibrium fluctuations or (ii) equilibrium Gaussian fluctuations. To answer this question, we calculated the non-Gaussian parameter, $\kappa$, for the membrane fluctuations (Fig. 3A–D). Theoretically, $\kappa = 2$ for purely thermally-driven Gaussian motion and $\kappa$ increases above two for active non-equilibrium dynamics (14). For healthy RBCs, the average value of $\kappa$ was 2.8, which shows that membrane fluctuations contain non-equilibrium dynamic components, particularly on short length and time scales ($q > 5$ rad/μm and $\Delta t < 0.5$ s). With depletion of ATP, $\kappa$ decreased to two, as expected in purely thermally-driven dynamics (the average values of $\kappa$ were 2.06 and 2.19 for the irreversibly depleted and metabolically depleted ATP groups, resp.). Reintroducing ATP increased $\kappa$ to healthy RBC levels (average value $\kappa = 2.98$). Our data clearly proves that active, metabolic energy from ATP contributes an enhancement in RMS displacements by 44.9%. This measured value is lower than predicted by a theoretical model where an increase of at least 100% was expected (14). However, it can be explained by recognizing that the ATP effect is more significant at large $q$-values, comparable with the size of the spectrin network (15). For example, the ATP-mediated RMS displacement at $q = 17 \pm 0.5$ rad/μm showed an increase of 143% compared with the thermal components. Thus, in our overall assessment that includes all spatial frequencies, ATP enhancement is likely to be underestimated.

Even though RBC membrane dynamics have been explored extensively, no definitive experiment has determined whether flickering is purely thermally driven or contains active contributions. First observed a century ago, its origin is generally believed to be thermal forces (2, 16). Different interference-microscopic techniques have been employed to study membrane fluctuations and mechanical properties assuming Brownian dynamics (3, 5). In contrast, a technique that qualitatively measured the local fluctuations of RBC membranes reported a correlation between the ATP concentration and the fluctuation amplitude (9, 10). However, recent experimental work, in which only edge shapes of RBCs were probed, showed no relation between ATP depletion and membrane fluctuations (8). Theoretically, RBC membrane fluctuations were traditionally studied by using models of thermally-driven equilibrium systems (2, 3). A recent

Fig. 1. Effects of ATP on morphology and dynamic fluctuation in RBC membrane. Topography of a healthy RBC (A) of an ATP-depleted RBC (irreversible-ATP group), (B) of an ATP-depleted RBC (metabolic-ATP group), (C), and of a RBC with recovered ATP level (D-ATP group), (D) resp. (E–H) Instantaneous displacement maps of membrane fluctuation in the Fig. 1A–D, resp. The scale bar is 2 μm. The colorbar scales are in μm and nm, resp.

Fig. 2. RMS displacements of membrane fluctuations for different ATP conditions: healthy RBCs, irreversibly ATP-depleted RBCs, metabolically ATP-depleted RBCs, and RBCs in which ATP was reintroduced to metabolically ATP-depleted RBCs. Each symbol represents an individual RBC and the horizontal line is the mean value.
theoretical model (15, 17), validated by simulation (18, 19), showed that local breaking and reforming of the spectrin network can result in enhanced fluctuations. Our results here showed that the depletion of ATP decreased the fluctuations in RBC membranes that can be reversed when ATP is reintroduced. Furthermore, measurement of the non-Gaussian parameter $\kappa$ revealed that the enhanced membrane fluctuations in the presence of ATP are indeed governed by non-equilibrium dynamics, and do not only reflect the change of the mechanical properties of RBCs.

**Biconcave Shapes Are Coupled With ATP-Dependent Enhanced Membrane Fluctuations.** To study further spatial aspects of active motion, we analyzed the morphologies and fluctuations for RBCs in a polar coordinate system with its origin at cell center. Assuming cylindrical symmetry, the average height of the RBC membrane, $\langle h(r) \rangle$, and the membrane mean-squared displacements, $\langle h^2(r) \rangle$, are shown as functions of the radial distance, $r$ (Fig. 4).

In healthy RBCs, the membrane fluctuations are enhanced and strongly localized at the outer convex region (the shaded area in Fig. 4), whereas both ATP depletion groups showed little variation in membrane fluctuations over the cell surface. Remarkably, reintroducing ATP restores not only the biconcave shape, but also enhances the fluctuations in the outer convex area. This is striking because continuum equilibrium models predict a stronger restoring force and a decreased fluctuation amplitude in regions of high membrane curvature (20). Our results show that active contributions are spatially inhomogeneous and correlated with the maintenance of the biconcave shape. This strongly suggests that the RBC membrane cortex, especially the coupling and interaction between a lipid layer and spectrin network, is actively and dynamically remodeled in the presence of ATP. It also rationalizes different mechanistic inferences reported in the literature from prior measurement of membrane fluctuations (7, 8, 10). Probing the edge shape of RBCs alone

**Fig. 3.** Non-equilibrium dynamic in RBC membranes. Averaged non-Gaussian parameter, $\kappa$, versus a lag time, $\Delta t$, and a spatial frequency, $q$, for membrane fluctuation in healthy RBC, (A) irreversible ATP-depletion group, (B) metabolic ATP-depletion group, (C) and after reintroducing ATP to metabolic-depletion group, (D) resp. $N = 40$ RBCs per each group.

**Fig. 4.** Correlation between biconcave shape and enhanced membrane fluctuations. (A–D) Averaged height as a function of the distance from the center of cells for healthy RBCs, (A) for RBCs in the irreversibly ATP-depleted group, (B) for RBCs in the metabolically ATP-depleted group, (C) and for RBCs in which ATP was reintroduced to the metabolically ATP-depleted group, (D) resp. (E–H) Averaged squared height fluctuations as a function of the distance from the center of cells in Fig. 3A–D, resp. Thick lines show the average value and the areas represent standard deviation for 40 RBCs.
does not capture ATP-dependent enhanced fluctuations (8) because they are localized on the convex region on RBC membrane and may not be significant only after 1 h of ATP depletion. Point measurement techniques that measure the averaged dynamics of the RBC membrane could measure ATP-dependence (7, 9, 10).

Spatial Analysis of Membrane Fluctuations. Other cytoskeletons that contain actin, microtubules, and motor proteins such as myosin have demonstrated active motion (21). However, this cannot be the case for the ATP-enhanced fluctuations in RBC because motor proteins are absent here. How can the RBC exhibit active dynamics? To address this question we further analyzed the results in the context of RBC cytoskeletal structure. The non-Gaussian parameter, $\kappa$, at short time delays, was plotted as a function of spatial distance $\Delta = 2\pi/q$ (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, in the presence of ATP, $\kappa$ showed distinct peaks at specific distances ($\Lambda = 361, 512, 680, 860, \text{and} 1030 \text{nm}$). These peaks are equally spaced at $167 \pm 10 \text{nm}$, which indicates that ATP-dependent enhanced fluctuations are correlated with the network structure of the underlying cytoskeleton. Considering the roughly hexagonal lattice of spectrin network, these peaks can be related to the dynamic remodeling of spectrin network by ATP. Possible elements responsible for this remodeling are the junctional complexes of the spectrin network that join six spectrin polymers by a short, actin segment and protein-4.1 (Fig. 5B). It was proposed that the ATP-induced remodeling takes the form of local associations and dissociations of spectrin filaments within the network or between the cytoskeleton and the lipid membrane (4, 15). Both processes result in the formation of a structural defect in the hexagonal network, of size $\sim 2\Delta$, where $\Delta$ is a distance between neighboring junctions (Fig. 5C). This remodeling of the cytoskeletal attachment causes a local release of the cytoskeleton-induced membrane tension, and results in local bilayer deformation (4, 15). The length scale of this local, ATP-induced bilayer deformation is therefore a multiple of the junction spacing, $2\Delta$. From the data we find $\Delta = 83.5 \pm 5 \text{nm}$, which is in good agreement with the separation of the junctions complexes measured by electron microscopy (22). In addition, $\kappa$ at the short distance $2\Delta$ was plotted as a function of a lag time (Fig. 5D) that shows longer temporal correlations in the presence of ATP.

Origin of the Enhanced Fluctuations. The question then arises: how can ATP cause this dynamic remodeling of the cytoskeletal attachment? This may be related to protein phosphorylation powered by ATP that is one of the physiological processes that control membrane stability. One possible candidate is the phosphorylation of the phosphoinositides (PI) because it consumes more ATP than the combined phosphorylation of all the membrane proteins (23). PIP$_2$, phosphorylated from PI by ATP, is thought to play an important role in modulating the binding of the lipid bilayer to the cytoskeleton by altering the protein interactions that comprise the junctional complex at spectrin tetramer ends (24). For example, PIP$_2$ strengthens the binding affinity of protein-4.1 to glycoprotein C (GP) (25) (Fig. 5E). Furthermore, PIP$_2$ dephosphorylation results in a decreased affinity for GP binding, and a subsequent detachment from spectrin network; the latter can result in increased membrane fluctuations because tension applied to the bilayer by spectrin network is locally and transiently released. In the absence of ATP, this dynamic remodeling may not occur, and thus RBCs exhibit only thermally-driven membrane fluctuations. Another possibility is the phosphorylation of protein-4.1 that results in a reduced binding affinity between the actin, protein-4.1, and GP at the junction (26) (Fig. 5F).

Concluding Remarks

The phosphorylation-dependent binding of the cytoskeleton to the membrane can explain the correlation between non-equilibrium dynamic fluctuations and biconcave shape. Several models have

---

**Fig. 5.** Cytoskeletal structure and enhanced fluctuations. (A) Non-Gaussian parameter at short time delay ($\Delta t = 0.1 \text{ sec}$) as a function of spatial wavelength. The presence of ATP lead to non-thermal fluctuations, especially at $\Lambda = 361, 512, 680, 860,$ and $1030 \text{nm}$. (B) Illustration showing the major proteins in the RBC membrane by phosphorylation of PI (E) and by phosphorylation of protein-4.1 (F).
been proposed to explain the biconcave shape of RBC (27) but it still remains as an unsolved puzzle. It was proposed that the ATP-regulated interaction between the junction complexes and the membrane plays a role in maintaining the biconcave shape (25). A theoretical model that relates ATP-induced unbinding to RBC shape showed that this active process lowers the overall cytoskeleton shear rigidity and the tension that the spectrin network imposes on the membrane (15, 17). Our results provide further evidence for the metabolism-dependent shape transformation. We show that ATP-dependent transient binding of junctional complexes are localized over the cell outer area, and that the spectrin network should therefore exert a lower tension on the membrane. We also note that, in the absence of ATP, the shapes of RBC are similar to those of patients with hereditary elliptocytosis, where GP does not properly interact with protein 4.1, resulting in the lack of biconcave shape and deformability (28, 29). This dynamic remodeling of the spectrin network offers a possible explanation for the observed metabolic dependence of red cell deformability (30). Taken together, we have shown that the biconcave shape and non-equilibrium dynamics in the membrane are two consequences of the same biochemical activity: the dissociations of the cytoskeleton at the spectrin junctions powered by ATP metabolism.

In summary, we have presented definitive evidence that membrane fluctuations in the RBC membrane have a metabolic as well as thermal energy component that are localized at the outer area of the cell. Our results suggest that the spectrin-bilayer binding, through local remodeling of the spectrin junctions, gives rise to this non-equilibrium dynamics. This remodeling is also important in determining cell deformability and the unique biconcave shape of RBCs. Our results are in good qualitative agreement with previously proposed theoretical models (15, 17). The values measured for the ATP-mediated fluctuation amplitudes, which are lower than those predicted theoretically, can be understood by the spatial inhomogeneity of active motions. Whether this dynamic remodeling of the RBC cytoskeleton is beneficial in physiological conditions remains an open question and is now accessible to direct experimental study.

Materials and Methods

Diffraction Phase Microscopy. An Ar+ laser (λ = 514 nm) was used as illumination source for an inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus). The microscope was equipped with a 40× objective lens (0.75 NA) that facilitates a diffraction-limited transverse resolution of about 400 nm. With the additional relay optics used outside the microscope, the overall magnification of the system was approximately 200x. An Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Device (Photomax 512B, Princeton Instruments, Inc.) was used to image interferogram. DPM employs the principle of laser interferometry in a common path geometry and, thus, provides full-field quantitative phase images of RBCs with unprecedented optical-path-length stability (11, 12). The instantaneous cell thickness map is obtained as h(x, y, t) = h(x, y, 0) + Δh(x, y, t) with Δh being the quantitative phase image measured by DPM. The refractive index contrast Δn between the RBC and the surrounding PBS mainly originated from hemoglobin protein that is optically homogeneous in cytosol. We used the Δn of red blood cells calibrated from Tomographic Phase Microscopy (31). The DPM optical-path-length stability is 2.4 μrad, which corresponds to a membrane displacement of 3.3 nm (11).

Sample Preparation. Human RBCs were collected in vacutainer tubes containing EDTA, and then immediately centrifuged at 2000 × g for 10 min at 10°C to separate RBCs from the plasma. The RBCs were washed three times with PBS. For the reversibly ATP-depleted group, RBCs were incubated without glucose, in the presence of 5 mM inosine (A3221, Sigma–Aldrich) and 3 mM iodoacetamide (11024, Sigma–Aldrich) for 2 h at 20°C. Inosine consumes ATP and iodoacetamide blocks ATP production by inhibiting glyceroldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. For metabolically ATP-depleted group, healthy RBCs were incubated in glucose-free PBS for 24 h at 37°C. For the ATP-repleted group, 10 mM of D-glucose was added to the RBC suspension in metabolic pathway. D-glucose is transported into RBC cytosol and converted into ATP via glycolytic pathways.

Non-Gaussian Parameter. The non-Gaussian parameter, κ, is defined by the second and fourth moments of the membrane height displacement. First, the displacement maps of membrane fluctuations, h(x, y, t), were decomposed into fourier modes Δn(q, Δτ). The lag time is Δτ and the spatial frequency, q = 2π/λ, where λ is a spatial distance. The non-Gaussian parameter is then calculated from the second and fourth moments of the membrane height displacement as κ = ⟨h(q, Δτ)−h(q, 0)⟩2/[⟨h(q, Δτ)−h(q, 0)⟩2]2 = ⟨h(q, Δτ)⟩4/⟨h(q, Δτ)⟩8. When hq is defined as hq = aq + ibq, ⟨aq⟩2 = ⟨bq⟩2 = 1/2 and ⟨aq⟩4 = ⟨bq⟩4 = 1/4 (14). For Δτ longer than the relaxation time of the membrane, the difference of two normally distributed variables is also normally distributed, κ = ⟨(hq(Δτ))4⟩/⟨hq(Δτ)⟩8 = 2/3 ≈ 2.

Statistical Analysis. P values are calculated by two-tailed Mann–Whitney rank tests comparing the RMS fluctuations between various test conditions. All the numbers follow the ± sign in the text is a standard deviation.
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